Soldier's First World War battlefield diary finally back in Canada. Sergeant of the machine gun is writing a very amusing diary, full of humour I wish. Of such stuff are soldiers made – I think if I were in his place I'd be glad of an War-A Soldier's Diary Harry Drinkwater's lost diary from the Great War Daily Mail Online Document: diary of soldier on Kokoda Trail Ergo Gripping WW 2 diary of Bill Cheall - Dunkirk, North Africa, Sicily, D-Day first wave on Gold beach & Germany. WW2 army soldier book and story. Overlord. WW1 British Army War Diaries - Great War 1914-1918 This a literal transcription of the diary kept by my father, Benjamin Edgar Cruzan, as he served with the American Expeditionary Forces during the Great War. Fallen WWII soldier's diary found decades later - Photo 1 - Pictures - 5 Nov 2013. In these diary extracts he writes about his brutal introduction to trench life. from - Stratford-upon-Avon shop assistant to soldier was complete. Diary extract: May 1915 - Gallipoli and the Anzacs Private Clarke's diary shows the damage done by the jungle damp. Because of the high altitude, cold nights were a problem for the troops, as were mud, rain - Tub bath in HollandAfter four months of combat I had my first tub bath and I shall never forget it. We entered a little Dutch town and saw a sign over the entrance - Book, War Diary book and biography - WW2 soldier, D-Day memoir. 8 Mar 2007. Soldier's diary recalls horror of the Somme. The diary and photographs of Private Walter Hutchinson, who fought in the first day of the Battle of One soldier's story: A missive from the Western Front This Britain. 8 Nov 2007. Capt Alexander Stewart's handwritten diary, a copy of which was recently discovered by his grandson, describes the grim reality of the Somme - EXCERPTS: Notes from A soldier's diary. The Chronicle Herald 14 Jan 2014. Diaries from British soldiers describing life on the frontline during World War One are being published online by the National Archives. Background: Carl Hulsman wrote a detailed diary of his military service so that his son. Few soldiers have recorded such extensive details of their experiences, WW1 soldier diaries placed online by National Archives - BBC News A SOLDIER'S DIARY Alfred DiGiacomo on Amazon.com. "FREE" shipping on qualifying offers. A wartime diary by an enlisted man? It is unheard of. Many of the combatants of the First World War recorded the daily events of their experiences in the form of a diary. Some were subsequently published after the Letters and Diaries of Soldiers and Civilians A Soldier's Recollections: Leaves from the Diary of a Young Confederate: With an Oration on the Motives and Aims of the Soldiers of the South. by Randolph Soldier's diary recalls horror of the Somme UK news The Guardian A page of photographs from a diary by 22-year-old Marine Cpl. Thomas Cotton Jones, who died in the bloody assault on a Japanese-held island during World ?Irish soldier's diary on end of first World War released - The Irish Times 1 Jun 2006. A diary from an Irish soldier chronicling the last days of the first World War has been made available online. The diary, written by Albert A SOLDIER'S DIARY: Alfred DiGiacomo: 9781425758806: Amazon. This site contains the diary, memoirs,photographs,and other memorabilia of Sargeant-Major Gordie Bannerman. First World War.com - Memoirs & Diaries In the diaries of Ihsan Hasan al-Turjman 1893-1917, the first ordinary recruit to A soldier's story: A missive from the Western Front. The diary of Private James Beatson offers a fascinating insight into life in the trenches - Calm - part of a soldier's diary - The British Library 29 Oct 2009. WW1 soldier's hidden diary reveals amazing trench truces soldiers Remembered: A photo of John French beside his war diaries and medals. World War 1: Extracts from a German soldier's diary Stoke Sentinel Soldier's diary of the First World War - Telegraph Discover 'Calm', part of a soldier's diary on the British Library's World War One website. Introduction to - A Soldier's Diary: the Diary of Benjamin Edgar Cruzan Diary of a Gallipoli soldier - YouTube EXCERPTS: Notes from A soldier's diary. Excerpts from the diary of Eric Forbes: April 6, 1917: Good Friday, but did not know it till someone told me. Rained all Bruce Bliven Soldier's Diary from the Western Front 1944 New. 19 Sep 2014. Joseph Goldie Fairholm was just 19 when he stepped into a war that forever changed his life, and very nearly took it. During a year of living Diary Of A Soldier 3 May 2012 - 4 min - Uploaded by Tim YoungA video tribute I put together based on the writings of an Australian soldier who landed at.